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From the internationally acclaimed and bestselling historians William Dalrymple and Anita
Anand, the first comprehensive and authoritative history of the Koh-i-Noor diamond, arguably
the most celebrated jewel in the world.On March 29, 1849, the ten-year-old leader of the Sikh
kingdom of the Punjab was ushered into the magnificent Mirrored Hall at the center of the British
fort in Lahore, India. There, in a formal Act of Submission, the frightened but dignified child
handed over to the British East India Company swathes of the richest land in India and the single
most valuable object in the subcontinent: the celebrated Koh-i-Noor diamond, otherwise known
as the Mountain of Light. To celebrate the acquisition, the British East India Company
commissioned a history of the diamond woven together from the gossip of the Delhi Bazaars.
From that moment forward, the Koh-i-Noor became the most famous and mythological diamond
in history, with thousands of people coming to see it at the 1851 Great Exhibition and still more
thousands repeating the largely fictitious account of its passage through history.Using original
eyewitness accounts and chronicles never before translated into English, Dalrymple and Anand
trace the true history of the diamond and disperse the myths and fantastic tales that have long
surrounded this awe-inspiring jewel. The resulting history of south and central Asia tells a true
tale of greed, conquest, murder, torture, colonialism, and appropriation that shaped a continent
and the Koh-i-Noor itself.

"The diamond that now sparkles in the queen mother's crown is almost half the size of the
original, but, as William Dalrymple and Anita Anand reveal in their lapidary book, its symbolic
heft is as potent as ever." - The New York Times"Though not the biggest diamond in the world--it
ranks only 90th--it is certainly the most significant, as William Dalrymple and Anita Anand
document in 'Koh-i-Noor: The History of the World's Most Infamous Diamond.' Stories of bad
luck have clung to it, and its arrival in Britain in 1850 caused a rash of novels about cursed
jewels, among them Benjamin Disraeli's 'Lothair' and Wilkie Collins's 'The Moonstone.'" - Wall
Street Journal"Riveting. Dalrymple and Anand present as evocative a rendering as the most
enthralling bazaar storyteller while providing an astute and empathetic study of the historical
landscape through which the diamond has made its troubled way . . . This highly readable and
entertaining book . . . finally sets the record straight on the history of the Koh-i-Noor." - The
Sunday Times"Dalrymple tracks its tortuous journey across the Indian subcontinent and
Afghanistan to its arrival in the Punjabi treasury; Anand tells the subsequent story of British
ownership. Their two narratives are neatly spliced and stylistically harmonious." ***** - Mail on
Sunday"In this vivid history of one of the world's most celebrated gemstones, the Indian
diamond known as the Koh-i-Noor, Anita Anand and William Dalrymple put an inventive twist on
the old maxim. 'Follow the diamond,' they realise, and it can lead into a dynamic, original and



supremely readable history of empires." - The Guardian"A book must be good if it makes me
buy tickets to revisit the tower of London, an expensive family day out that I've been putting off
for decades. After finishing this history of the Koh-i-Noor diamond, however, I needed to set eyes
on the great 'mountain of light' . . . Its journey from the soft sand of an Indian riverbed to the
Crown Jewels in the Tower is extraordinary. William Dalrymple and Anita Anand have found
previously ignored and untranslated Persian and Afghan sources to give us fresh information." -
The Times"William Dalrymple and Anita Anand's well-researched Koh-i-Noor is the latest
attempt to shake off the 'bazaar gossip' that surrounded this troublesome stone well before its
first confirmed appearance at the court of the 17th-century Mughal emperor Shah Jahan . . .
Dalrymple and Anand's tale is a writer's gift: gruesome and ceaselessly dramatic." - Daily
Telegraph"The history of the many who have coveted the diamond is long and involved, full of
wonder and awe, treachery and bloodshed." - The Observer"A lively, well-researched history of
lust for wealth and power." - Kirkus Reviews"[Koh-i-Noor is] an eye-opening, informative, and
entertainingly lurid narrative; the authors virtually revel in visceral details while highlighting the
colonialism and appropriation so entwined with the diamond's history." - Publishers Weekly"Koh-
i-Noor offers memorable tales of Indian courtly intrigue and violence, and explores the shifting
fortunes of South Asian dynasties, the consolidation of British power in the subcontinent, and
the British monarchy during and after Queen Victoria’s reign. Dalyrmple and Anand connect us
with the series of maharajahs and princes through whose hands and lands this mystique-laden
and allegedly cursed gemstone successively passed en route to its current contentious resting
place" - Times Literary Supplement"Meticulously researched and brilliantly written book. In
fewer than 300 quick-reading pages, Dalrymple and Anand bust myth after myth. Anita Anand
skilfully traces how the British desperately prised it from the hands of its Indian possessors as
their administration dominated north-west India. Subtly written with a fine sense of context." -
BBC History Magazine"Dalrymple and Anand bring every stage of the Koh-i-Noor's turbulent
past to life. It is an utterly fascinating story, revealing the nature of power through the history of
one of its most potent symbols." - Literary Review"A much needed historical work, and a
pleasure to read. Highly recommended." - Historical Novel Society"A master story-teller, whose
special gift lies in the use of indigenous sources, so often neglected by imperial chroniclers." -
Max Hastings, Sunday Times on RETURN OF A KING"Anita Anand’s gripping book is a sad
story of dispossession and dislocation . . . The story is fast-paced and thrilling . . . A noble book."
- Daily Telegraph on SOPHIA: PRINCESS, SUFFRAGETTE AND
REVOLUTIONARY"Magnificent . . . shames the simplistic efforts of previous writers." - Spectator
on THE LAST MUGHAL--This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorWilliam
Dalrymple is the award-winning author of the British best-sellers In Xanadu and The City of
Djinns. He divides his time between London, Edinburgh, and Delhi. --This text refers to the
hardcover edition.
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29 March 1849, the ten-year-old maharaja of Punjab, Duleep Singh, was ushered into the Shish
Mahal, the magnificent mirrored throne room at the centre of the great fort of Lahore.The boy’s
father, Maharaja Ranjit Singh, was long dead, and his mother, Rani Jindan, had been forcibly
removed some time earlier and incarcerated in a palace outside the city. Now Duleep Singh
found himself surrounded by a group of grave-looking men wearing red coats and plumed hats,
who talked among themselves in an unfamiliar language. In the terrors of the minutes that
followed – what he later remembered as ‘the crimson day’ – the frightened but dignified child
finally yielded to months of British pressure. In a public ceremony in front of what was left of the
nobility of his court, he signed a formal Act of Submission, so accepting the punitive Terms
offered to him by the victorious Company. Within minutes, the flag of the Sikh kingdom was
lowered and the British colours run up above the gatehouse of the fort.The document signed by
the ten-year-old maharaja handed over to a private corporation, the East India Company, great
swathes of the richest land in India – land which until that moment had formed the independent
Sikh kingdom of Punjab. At the same time Duleep Singh was induced to hand over to Queen
Victoria the single most valuable object not just in Punjab but arguably in the entire subcontinent:
the celebrated Koh-i-Noor, or Mountain of Light.Article III of the document read simply: ‘The gem
called the Koh-i-Noor, which was taken from Shah Sooja ool-Moolk by Maharaja Runjeet Singh,
shall be surrendered by the Maharaja of Lahore to the Queen of England.’1 When he heard that
Duleep Singh had finally signed the document, the governor general, Lord Dalhousie, was
triumphant. ‘I had now “caught my hare”,’ he wrote.2 He later added: ‘The Koh-i-Noor has
become in the lapse of ages a sort of historical emblem of conquest in India. It has now found its
proper resting place.’3The East India Company, the world’s first really global multinational, had
grown over the course of little more than a century from an operation employing only thirty-five
permanent staff, headquartered in one small office in the City of London, into the most powerful
and heavily militarised corporation in history: its army by 1800 was twice the size of that of
Britain. It had had its eyes on both Punjab and the diamond for many years.Its chance finally
came in 1839, on the death of Ranjit Singh, when Punjab had quickly descended into anarchy. A



violent power struggle, a suspected poisoning, several assassinations, a civil war and two British
invasions later, the Company’s army finally defeated the Sikhs first at the bloody battle of
Chillianwala on 13 January 1849, and then again, conclusively, shortly afterwards, at Gujrat –
both now in the Pakistani Punjab – on 21 February. On 12 March, the whole Sikh army laid down
its arms. Veterans shed tears as they dropped their ancestral swords and matchlocks on to an
enormous pile of weaponry. One grey-bearded old warrior saluted gravely and, folding his
hands, exclaimed: ‘Aaj Ranjit Singh mar gaya’ (Today Ranjit Singh has truly died).4At the end of
the same year, on a cold, bleak day in December, Dalhousie arrived in person in Lahore to take
formal delivery of his prize from the hands of Duleep Singh’s guardian, Dr John Spencer Login.
The glittering white diamond remained in the Lahore Toshakhana, or Treasury, set still in the
armlet that Maharaja Ranjit Singh had designed for it. To British eyes, used to modern European
brilliant cuts of perfect symmetry, the strikingly irregular profile of the diamond made its shape
seem distinctly odd: as its name, the Mountain of Light, suggested, it resembled a large hill or
perhaps a huge iceberg rising steeply to a high, domed peak. Around the edge of this dome, the
stone had been faceted into a simple Mughal rose-cut, leaving short but irregular crystal tails or
azimuths sloping off, like saddles or declivities falling from a Himalayan snow-peak, gently on
one side, but more steeply and cliff-like on the other. Login had found a way to compensate for
this unexpected shape, and make the diamond glitter for his guests, by displaying it through a
peephole, illuminated from below against a black velvet cloth, so enhancing its glitter. Dalhousie
duly admired the stone, then took it from Login and placed it in a small, soft, kid-leather bag that
had been specially made for the purpose by Lady Dalhousie. The governor general wrote out a
receipt, ‘I have received this day the Koh-i-Noor diamond,’ to which all present then added their
personal seals.5Less than a week later, Dalhousie wrote to a junior assistant magistrate in Delhi,
asking him to undertake some research on his glittering new acquisition.6 Theo Metcalfe was
not the most diligent or scholarly of East India Company officials. A noisy, convivial figure, he
loved dogs and horses and parties, and since his arrival in Delhi had quickly accumulated
significant gambling debts. Theo always had a tendency to cut corners and get into what his
father described as ‘scrapes’, but he had a genuine interest in gems. He also had immense
charm, and Dalhousie liked the boy. He therefore chose Theo to carry out an important and
somewhat delicate task.The Koh-i-Noor may have been made of the earth’s hardest substance,
but it had already attracted an airily insubstantial fog of mythology around it, and Dalhousie
wanted to establish the solid truth about its history before dispatching it to his queen. Theo was
instructed ‘to collect and to record as much accurate and interesting information regarding the
Koh-i-Noor’ as he could from the jewellers and courtiers in Delhi in order to reconstruct as far as
possible its history ‘while belonging to the Emperors of Delhi, and to transmit it, as soon as he
has obtained it, to the Government of India’.7Theo went about his task with characteristically
slapdash enthusiasm. But as the gem had been stolen away from Delhi during a Persian
invasion a full 110 years earlier, his job was not easy. Even he had to admit that he had gathered
little more than bazaar tittle-tattle: ‘I cannot but regret that the results are so very meagre and



imperfect,’ he wrote in the preamble to his report. He nevertheless laid out in full his findings,
making up in colour for what he lacked in accurate, substantiated research.‘First,’ wrote Theo,
‘according to the tradition of the eldest jewellers in the City of Delhee, as handed down from
family to family, this diamond was extracted from the mine Koh-i-Noor, four days journey from
Masulipatnam to the north west, on the banks of the Godavari, during the lifetime of the
[irrestible Hindu cowherd-God] Krishna, who is supposed to have lived 5,000 years since
…’8Theo’s report, which still exists in the vaults of the Indian National Archives, continued in this
vein, sketching out for the first time what would become the accepted history of the Koh-i-Noor:
a centuries-long chain of bloody conquests, and acts of pillage, looting and seizure. Theo’s
version of events has since been repeated in article after article, book after book, and still sits
unchallenged on Wikipedia today.Discovered in the deepest mists of antiquity, the great
diamond was said to have been looted, probably from the eye of an idol in a temple in southern
India, by marauding Turks. Soon, Theo’s report continues, the ‘jewel fell into the hands of the
Emperors of the Ghoree dynasty, and from then successively of the [fourteenth-century]
Tughluq, Syed and the Lodhi dynasties, and eventually descended to the family of Timur [the
Mughals] and remained in their possession until the reign of Mohammud Shah, who wore it in
his Turban’. Then, when the Mughal Empire crumbled under the invasion of the Persian warlord
Nader Shah, ‘the Emperor and he exchanged Turbans, and thus it became the property of the
latter’. Theo went on to claim that it was named Koh-i-Noor by Nader Shah, and that it passed at
his death to his chief Afghan bodyguard, Ahmad Khan Abdali. From there it spent nearly a
hundred years in Afghan hands, before Ranjit Singh extracted it from a fleeing Afghan shah in
1813.Shortly after Theo had delivered his report, the Koh-i-Noor was dispatched to England
where Queen Victoria promptly lent it to the Great Exhibition of 1851. Long queues snaked
through the Crystal Palace to see this celebrated imperial trophy locked away in its specially
commissioned high-security glass safe, itself contained within a metal cage. Trumpeted by the
British press and besieged by the British public, the Koh-i-Noor quickly became not only the
most famous diamond in the world, but also the single most famous object of loot from India. It
was a symbol of Victorian Britain’s imperial domination of the world and its ability, for better or
worse, to take from around the globe the most desirable objects and to display them in triumph,
much as the Romans once had done with curiosities from their conquests 2,000 years earlier.As
the fame of the diamond grew, and as Theo’s enjoyably lively but entirely unsubstantiated
version of the stone’s history circulated with it, the many other large Mughal diamonds which
once rivalled the Koh-i-Noor came to be almost forgotten, and the Mountain of Light achieved a
singular status as the greatest gem in the world. Only a few historians remembered that the Koh-
i-Noor, which weighed 190.3 metric carats when it arrived in Britain, had had at least two
comparable sisters, the Darya-i-Noor, or Sea of Light, now in Tehran (today estimated at 175 to
195 metric carats), and the Great Mughal Diamond, believed by most modern gemmologists to
be the Orlov diamond (189.9 metric carats), today part of Catherine the Great’s imperial Russian
sceptre in the Kremlin.9In reality, it was only really in the early nineteenth century, when the Koh-



i-Noor reached Punjab and the hands of Ranjit Singh, that the diamond began to achieve its pre-
eminent fame and celebrity – so much so that by the end of Ranjit’s reign pious Hindus were
beginning to wonder if the Koh-i-Noor was actually the legendary Syamantaka gem mentioned
in the Bhagavad Purana’s tales of Krishna.This growing fame was partly the result of Ranjit
Singh’s preference for diamonds over rubies – a taste Sikhs tended to share with most Hindus,
but not with the Mughals or Persians, who preferred large, uncut, brightly coloured stones.
Indeed in the Mughal treasury, the Koh-i-Noor seems to have been only one among a number of
extraordinary highlights in the greatest gem collection ever assembled, the most prized items of
which were not diamonds at all, but the Mughals’ beloved red spinels from Badakhshan and,
later, rubies from Burma.The growing status of the Koh-i-Noor was also partly a consequence of
the rapidly growing price of diamonds worldwide in the early and mid-nineteenth century. This
followed the invention of the symmetrical and multi-faceted ‘brilliant cut’, which fully released the
‘fire’ inherent within every diamond, and which led in turn to the emerging fashion in middle-
class Europe and America for diamond engagement rings – a taste which was eventually
refracted back to India.The final act in the Koh-i-Noor’s rise to worldwide fame took place in the
aftermath of the Great Exhibition and the press coverage it had engendered. Before long, huge,
often cursed Indian diamonds began to make regular appearances in popular Victorian novels
such as Wilkie Collins’s The Moonstone and Prime Minister Benjamin Disraeli’s Lothair, where
the plot follows a bag of uncut diamonds acquired from a maharaja.So it was that the Koh-i-Noor
finally achieved in European exile a singular status it had never achieved before leaving Asia.
Today, tourists who see it in the Tower of London are often surprised by its small size, especially
when compared to the two much larger Cullinan diamonds kept in the same showcase: at
present it is in fact only the ninetieth biggest diamond in the world.10Remarkably, however, the
Koh-i-Noor retains its fame and status and is once again at the centre of international
dissension, as the Indian government – among others – calls for the gem’s return. Even then,
Indian officials cannot seem to make up their mind about the Koh-i-Noor’s perennially foggy
history: in April 2016, the Indian solicitor general, Ranjit Kumar, told the Indian Supreme Court
that the Koh-i-Noor had been given freely to the British in the mid-nineteenth century by
Maharaja Ranjit Singh, and had been ‘neither stolen nor forcibly taken by British rulers’. This was
by any standards a strikingly unhistorical statement – Ranjit Singh had been ten years dead in
1849, so could only have made this gift by Ouija board or astral projection – and the statement is
all the odder given that its surrender to Lord Dalhousie in 1849 is about the one aspect of the
diamond’s history not in dispute. In the recent past, Pakistan, Iran, Afghanistan and even the
Taliban have also all laid claim to the gem and asked for its return.One hundred and seventy
years after it was written, Theo’s anecdotal version of the Koh-i-Noor’s trajectory, based on Delhi
bazaar gossip, has never been fully reassessed or properly challenged. Instead, the exact
opposite has happened: as the other great Mughal diamonds have come to be forgotten by all
except specialists, all mentions of extraordinary Indian diamonds in sources such as the
Memoirs of the Mughal emperor Babur or the Travels of the French jeweller Tavernier have



retrospectively come to be assumed to be references to the Koh-i-Noor. At each stage its
mythology has grown ever more remarkable, ever more mythic – and ever more shakily
fictitious.Yet anyone who tries to establish the facts of the gem’s history will find that
unambiguous references to this most celebrated of gems are still, as Theo Metcalfe put it, ‘very
meagre and imperfect’ – indeed they are almost suspiciously thin on the ground. For there is
simply no certain reference to the Koh-i-Noor in any Sultanate or Mughal source, despite a huge
number of textual references to outsized and immensely valuable diamonds appearing
throughout Indian history, particularly towards the climax of Mughal rule. Some of these may well
refer to the Koh-i-Noor but, lacking sufficiently detailed descriptions, it is impossible to be
certain.In fact, there are actually no clear and unambiguous mentions of the Koh-i-Noor in any
historical document before the Persian historian Muhammad Kazim Marvi makes what seems to
be the first extant, solid, named reference to the stone in his history of Nader Shah’s invasion of
India in 1739. This was written as late as the final years of the 1740s, a decade or so after the
gem had been taken away from India. Significantly, Marvi’s is the only contemporary chronicle,
among a dozen or so detailed accounts left by Persian, Indian, French and Dutch eyewitnesses,
specifically to mention the great diamond, and to do so by name, although most give detailed
lists and breakdowns of Nader Shah’s bejewelled loot.Moreover, far from being a loose, singular
gem that the Mughal emperor Muhammad Shah Rangila could secrete within his turban, and
which Nader Shah could craftily acquire by a turban swap – one of Theo’s unsourced stories that
is still repeated – according to Marvi’s eyewitness account the emperor could not have hidden
the gem because it was at that point a centrepiece of the most magnificent and expensive piece
of furniture ever made: the Mughal emperor Shah Jahan’s Peacock Throne. The Koh-i-Noor, he
writes from personal observation, in the first named reference to the stone – until now
untranslated into English – was placed on the roof of this extraordinary throne which cost twice
as much as the Taj Mahal to build. Marvi writes:An octagon, shaped like a European hat, with
circular brim, had its sides and canopy gilded and studded with jewels. On top of this was placed
a peacock made of emeralds and rubies; on to its head was attached a diamond the size of a
hen’s egg, known as the Koh-i-Noor – the Mountain of Light, whose price no one but God
Himself could know! The wings were studded with jewels; many pearls, each the size of a
pigeon’s egg, were strung on wire and attached to the pillars supporting the throne. Everything
appertaining to this throne was adorned with gold and jewels … and the ground was covered
with a pearl-edged braid … This throne and its railing were all in pieces, dismantled for
transportation, and would be reassembled in order … The present writer saw this throne when
the victorious armies had left Delhi and proceeded to the capital Herat, when it was, by royal
command, propped up within Nader’s royal tent, along with two other rare gifts: a diamond
known as the Darya-i-Noor, the Sea of Light, and a ruby known as the ‘Ayn al-Hur, the Eye of the
Huri.11There is one oddity in Marvi’s eyewitness statement: in earlier accounts, the Peacock
Throne is always said to have had not one but two peacocks. Possibly it had been reassembled
differently by Nader Shah in Herat? Maybe the peacock containing the Koh-i-Noor had already



been removed by the time Marvi saw it, so that Nader Shah could wear the jewel on his arm – as
its subsequent owners did? Or did Marvi simply see the throne side-on? Whatever the truth,
from the 1750s onwards, the Koh-i-Noor appears to have been detached from the Peacock
Throne, and there are an increasing number of references to the passage of the gem – now worn
as an armlet – in previously ignored and untranslated Persian and Afghan sources, and then
after 1813 in a crescendo of Sikh chronicles and European travel accounts.From these, and
from new work by a team of modern gemmologists led by Alan Hart and John Nels Hatleberg,
who have recently used laser and X-ray scanning technology to reconstruct the original form of
the Koh-i-Noor before it was recut on its arrival in Britain, it has become possible to write an
entirely new history of the diamond. What follows is an attempt to free the Koh-i-Noor for the first
time from the fog of mythology which has clung to the stone since many of these stories were
first propagated by Theo Metcalfe’s report 170 years ago.In the first part of this book, ‘The Jewel
in the Throne’, William Dalrymple recounts the early history of the Koh-i-Noor. Tracing Indian
ideas about diamonds in ancient texts, and through possible medieval and early modern
sightings of the gem during Mughal times, to its clear emergence into history following its
seizure by Nader Shah, he continues the story via Iran and Afghanistan to Punjab, and the Koh-i-
Noor’s temporary disappearance at the death of Ranjit Singh. By this time the diamond was
more than an object of desire and had instead become a powerful symbol of sovereignty.Anita
Anand continues the Koh-i-Noor’s story in the second part of this book, ‘The Jewel in the
Crown’, giving the fullest account yet written of the most contested chapter in the diamond’s
history: how the Koh-i-Noor was taken from a boy who had lost his kingdom to a colonial power
and so reached the British crown and the Tower of London.The resulting narrative tells a tale not
only of greed, conquest, murder, blindings, torture, seizure, colonialism and appropriation
through an impressive slice of South and Central Asian history, but also of changing tastes and
fashions in jewellery, ornamentation and personal adornment, and different understandings of
the role, alchemy and astrology of precious stones. It reveals some unexpected and previously
unknown moments in the diamond’s history, such as the months the diamond spent hidden in a
crack in the wall of a prison cell in a remote Afghan fort, and the years during which it languished
unrecognised and unvalued on a mullah’s desk, used only as a paperweight for pious
sermons.PART 1THE JEWEL IN THE THRONE1The Indian Prehistory of the Koh-i-NoorUntil
the discovery of diamond mines in Brazil in 1725, with the sole exception of a seam of black
diamond crystals found in the mountains of Borneo, all the world’s diamonds came from
India.1Ancient Indian diamonds were alluvial: they were not mined so much as sieved and
extracted as natural crystals from the soft sands and gravels of ancient riverbeds. Originally
ejected from the host rocks – kimberlite and lamproite – by primeval volcanoes, they were swept
up by water and transported along rivers, until at last they came to rest when the river died, many
millions of years ago. Most such alluvial diamonds are tiny, natural octahedral crystals. Very
occasionally, however, a diamond as large as a hen’s egg would be found. One such was the
Koh-i-Noor.As early as 2000 BCE, tiny Indian diamonds may have been used in polishing tools



in ancient Egypt, and they were certainly in common use as abrasives across the Middle East
and China by 500 BCE. Soon, diamond crystals were being coveted for their use in rings from
the T’ang court through Hellenistic Afghanistan to Augustan Rome.2 But in their Indian
homeland, diamonds were not just valued for their usefulness and beauty: they were believed to
be supremely auspicious objects, able to channel planetary influences, and so were given an
almost semi-divine status. According to the Garuda Purana, a book of Hindu scriptures that
reached its final form in the tenth century CE, the demon Bala had agreed to be sacrificed by the
gods, and he ‘yielded up his ghost for the good of the universe, and, behold, the severed limbs
of his sacrificed body, were converted into the seeds of gems’. Heavenly beings, demons and
naga snake deities all rushed to collect these gem seeds, and even the ‘gods came riding in
their aerial cars, and carried away the seeds of gems for their own use, some of which dropped
down to earth, through the violent concussion of the air. Wherever they dropped, whether in
oceans, rivers, mountains or wildernesses, there originated deposits of those gems, through the
celestial potency of their seeds.’These gems had magical, even divine, qualities: ‘some are
endowed with the virtue of expiating all sins, or acting as prophylactics against the effects of
poison, snake bites and diseases, while there are others which are possessed of contrary
virtues’. But the greatest of all gems were diamonds, ‘the most effulgent of all precious stones …
Gods are supposed to dwell in a particle of diamond, wherever found, which is possessed of a
clear, light shade, is smooth and divested of all threatening traits such as scratches, marks of
crow’s feet, or cloud-like impurities in its interior.’The text then goes on to explain the wondrous
effects that owning a good diamond can bring to the life of its owner: ‘Prosperity, long life,
increase of wives and progeny and domestic animals, and the bringing home of a teeming
harvest all attend on the use of a diamond well marked in its points, clear in lustre and divested
of baneful traits.’ The Garuda Purana continues:Dreadful poisons, secretly administered, prove
inoperative in the wearer’s system and all his possessions enjoy a sort of immunity from acts of
incendiarism or erosion by water. The complexion of such a person improves in its glow and all
his undertakings become prosperous and thriving. Serpents, tigers and thieves fly from the
presence of a person wearing such a diamond.3The Garuda Purana is possibly the only known
text that imagines thieves flying away from diamonds. Certainly by the time of the Bhagavad and
Vishnu Puranas, a hundred years later, enormously valuable gems were understood to be
potential inducements not just to theft, but even to murder.According to these two Puranas, the
greatest of all gems was the legendary Syamantaka, ‘the prince of gemstones’, sometimes said
to be a huge diamond, at other times a ruby, a gem that provoked envy, greed and violence in
those who coveted it, exactly as the Koh-i-Noor would do, not in myth but in reality.The
Syamantaka was the brilliant jewel of the sun god, Surya, who wore it around his neck, and
thereby gained his dazzling appearance. It was an irresistible object of wonder that everyone
coveted – but also the first gem in Indian literature to leave a trail of havoc in its wake. For,
according to the Bhagavad Purana, ‘when worn by a clean man, it produces gold, but to an
unclean person, it indubitably proves fatal’.4 It is therefore the probable origin of a trope which in



time would attach itself firmly to the Koh-i-Noor and follow it into English literature: the cursed
gem.In the Bhagavad Purana, the Syamantaka jewel came down to earth when Satrajit, the
Yadava king of Dwarka, and an ardent devotee of Surya, finally encountered his patron deity
while walking along the seashore near Dwarka. Unable to look directly at the god because of the
brilliant glare of his radiance, King Satrajit asked him to appear in a less blinding form, explaining
that he wished to perceive him with greater clarity. Surya then took the Syamantaka off his neck,
and Satrajit knelt down and adored his god, whom he now saw was a surprisingly small figure
with a body of burnished copper. ‘After Satrajit had duly worshipped him, the divinity said,
“Satrajit do you ask for some recompense for your merit?” Satrajit therefore asked for the gem.
Surya accordingly gave it to him, as a token of his affection, and went away.’5When Satrajit
returned to Dwarka wearing the gem, the townsfolk mistook him for the sun god himself; Krishna
alone realised that it was the Syamantaka which was responsible for the dazzling glow that now
surrounded him. ‘This is not the sun god,’ he said, ‘but rather Satrajit who is glowing because of
his jewel.’In due course, the jewel passed to Satrajit’s brother. Shortly afterwards, he took it with
him when he went out into the forest, where he was brutally mauled and killed by the lion he was
hunting. The lion then seized the jewel, ‘and was about to depart holding the gem in his mouth,
when Jambavan, the mighty King of the Bears, slew him in turn, and took the spoil home to his
cell and gave it to his son as a gewgaw [toy]’.6When Satrajit’s brother failed to return from his
expedition, the townsfolk began to gossip: ‘They concluded that Krishna had murdered him and
appropriated the gem, he having been known before to have coveted it.’ Eventually the grieving
King Satrajit directly accused Krishna of killing his brother and stealing the Syamantaka. To clear
his name, Krishna took a party of townsfolk with him out into the forest, following the trail left by
the missing hunter, determined to find out what had happened.The tracks led Krishna first to the
mutilated corpse of the hunter, then to the great cave of the bear king where Krishna announced:
‘It is for this jewel, O lord of the bears, that we have come to your cave. I intend to use the jewel
to disprove false accusations against me.’ But the bear king Jambavan refused to part with the
Syamantaka, and a mighty battle took place between the invincible bear king and the beautiful
man-god. Only after twenty-eight days of intense combat between the two did Jambavan finally
realise that Krishna must be a deity. He bowed down, humbly begged forgiveness and offered
Krishna the jewel.On Krishna’s triumphant return to Dwarka with the Syamantaka, King Satrajit –
‘hanging his head in great shame’ – was so overcome with remorse at having falsely accused
Krishna that in recompense he offered him the hand of his beautiful daughter, Princess
Satyabhama. It was a happy marriage but the Syamantaka continued to generate envy and
bloodshed all around it.Shortly after the wedding ceremony had been celebrated, three evil
brothers, led by Prince Satadhanva, took advantage of Krishna’s absence from Dwarka to plan a
robbery, intending to seize the irresistibly brilliant gem. One night, they rode to Dwarka, entered
the king’s palace and killed him. Then they seized the Syamantaka and escaped from the city.
But Princess Satyabhama saw what had happened and fled in tears to her husband, demanding
that he avenge his father-in-law and king. This Krishna did, tracking down and eventually killing



Prince Satadhava, cutting off his head with his razor-sharp throwing disc, the Sudarshan
Chakra.This mythological trail of greed, theft and bloodshed so closely mirrored the actual
murderous history of the Koh-i-Noor that, by the nineteenth century, many pious Hindus began
to equate the diamond with the Syamantaka and the legends of Krishna.The world’s oldest
treatises on gems and gemmology were written in ancient India, some predating even the
Puranas. They often show remarkably detailed ‘knowledge of the colour and hiding place of
gems’.7 In many of these early works, the qualities of gems are studied and analysed in great
detail, from spinels ‘the colour of pigeons’ blood’, through beryl ‘flashing like parrots’ wings’ to
diamonds that ‘can fill the room with the fire of the rainbow’. Some of these texts – known
collectively as ratnashastras – display impressive degrees of gemmological connoisseurship: for
example, breaking down rubies into four classes, one of which has ten minutely varying shades,
ranging from those the lustre of bees and the colour of lotus buds through to those resembling
fireflies or the eyes of a cuckoo, to those the colour of pomegranate seeds, collyrium eyeshadow
or the juice of the rose-apple fruit. Detailed information is also given to help the reader determine
a fake: to test an emerald, for example, one early text advises the reader to take the gem on a
Wednesday evening and stand facing the setting sun. A real emerald will emit green rays
towards the holder.8Gems do not just appear in the mythology and manuals of ancient India,
they are also an almost obsessive theme in ancient Indian plays and poetry written in Sanskrit,
where the jingle of jewelled ornaments is often used to evoke the favourite setting of the palace
pleasure garden. Even Buddhist literature, despite its austere embrace of poverty and
asceticism, is pervaded with gemmological imagery: gem doctrines, jewel bodies, diamond
sutras and heavenly kingdoms and islands made up of jewels and precious stones.9According
to an early Tamil text called the Tirukkailaya-nana-ula, a lovely woman at the peak of her youthful
beauty should never be entirely naked, even in bed; instead her body’s beauty should be
enhanced with gems:She adorns her feet with a pair of ankletsAnd stacks her wrists with heavy
bangles Thickly encrusted with gems.She decks her hair with an impeccable garland Strung
with gold threadAnd enlivens her shapely neck with jewels,Thus is she a match for Shri
herself.10This preference for bare, bejewelled bodies was shared throughout India. Many
centuries later, the poet Keshavdas (1555–1617), who wrote the deeply sensuous Kavi-priya, or
Poet’s Delight, in the court of Orchha, just to the south of Agra, expresses similar ideas and is
explicit that a woman’s naked and unornamented body is uninteresting and unerotic compared
to one hung with jewels: ‘A woman may be noble, she may have good features. She may have a
nice complexion, be filled with love, be shapely. But without ornaments, my friend, she is not
beautiful. The same goes for poetry.’11Early Indian sculpture shows the centrality of jewellery to
Indian courtly life. In many ancient Indian courts, jewellery rather than clothing was the principal
form of adornment and a visible sign of court hierarchy, with strict rules being laid down to
establish which rank of courtier could wear which gem in which setting. Indeed in the earliest
book of Indian statecraft, Kautilya’s Arthasastra, written between the second century BCE and
the third century CE, gemmology and the state’s management of its gems are given an entire



chapter – ‘On Mines and Precious Stones’ – alongside topics such as diplomacy, ‘Rules for the
Envoy’, war, ‘Misappropriation of Revenue by Officers and its Recovery’, spies, intelligence and
the use of subtle poisons, as well as the employment of skilled courtesans to administer
them.12The centrality of gems to ideas of beauty in pre-modern Indian court life is particularly
apparent in the art and records of the Cholas of Thanjavur, who dominated the southern
peninsula of India from the ninth to the thirteenth centuries. Here every queen and goddess
sculpted in bronze is shown bare-breasted, but covered in a fabulous profusion of jewelled
ornaments. On the walls of the temples are inscribed detailed lists of all the jewellery donated by
such queens and their consorts, such as that which still lines the walls of the Great Temple at
Thanjavur, recording the donation of Queen Kundavai, the sister of Rajaraja, the greatest of the
Chola emperors, around 1010. She gave ‘One sacred girdle adorning the hips, containing gold
weighing 521.9 grams. Six hundred and sixty seven large and small diamonds with smooth
edges set into it … Eighty three large and small rubies, twenty two halahalam rubies, twenty
small rubies, nine bluish rubies, ten unpolished rubies. Two hundred and twelve pearls …’13 The
list of donated gems continues for several yards.The quality and sheer quantity of jewels worn in
pre-modern India is something that all visitors commented on, and all invaders coveted. The
greatest poet of the Delhi Sultanate, Amir Khusrau (1253–1325), makes clear the allure held by
the rich temples of India in his Khazain al-Futuh, or Treasures of Victory, composed for Sultan
Alauddin Khalji (r.1296–1316). In one passage he describes the captured treasury of one
temple:The diamonds were of such colour that the sun would have to stare hard for ages before
the like of them is made in the factory of the rocks. The pearls glistened so brilliantly that the
brow of the clouds will have to perspire for years before such pearls again reach the treasury of
the sea. For generations the mines will have to drink blood in the stream of the sun before rubies
such as these are produced. The emeralds were of water so fine that if the blue sky broke itself
into fragments, none of its fragments would equal them. Every diamond sparkled brightly, it
seemed as if it was a drop fallen from the sun. As to the other precious stones, their lustre eludes
description just as water escapes from a broken pot.14In a similar vein, Abdur Razzaq
Samarqandi, the fifteenth-century ambassador sent to southern India by the Timurid ruler Shah
Rukh of Herat, describes wide-eyed the gems he saw everywhere in the capital of Vijayanagara.
This last great southern Indian empire succeeded to much of the territories of the Cholas
between the fourteenth and sixteenth centuries, and did so in some style, according to
Samarqandi. He was astonished by the remarkable profusion of jewellery worn by men and
women of every social class and by the sophistication of the jewellers who dealt in such gems:
stalls selling pearls, rubies, emeralds and diamonds were, he says, everywhere on view.Passing
through gardens and orchards bubbling with runnels of clear water and ‘canals formed of
chiselled stone, polished and smooth’, Abdur Razzak was taken to an audience with the king,
who wore ‘a necklace made of pearls of beautiful water and other splendid gems … on which a
jeweller’s intellect would have found it difficult to put a price’. The throne, he writes, ‘was of an
extraordinary size, made of gold inlay encrusted with beautiful jewels and ornaments with



exceeding delicacy, dexterity and artistic refinement … It is probable that in all the kingdoms of
the world, the art in inlaying precious stones is nowhere better understood than in this
country.’15Vijayanagara was also the supposed location of the largest diamonds in India,
according to one of the very first treatises on the subject written by a European – the remarkable
Portuguese doctor and natural philosopher Garcia da Orta (1501–68), who was the author of the
third book ever printed in India, Colloquies on the Simples and Drugs of India, published in Goa
in 1561.16 Da Orta was a man of wonderfully broad interests, and his subjects range from the
Indian names of chessmen and the different varieties of mangoes through the treatment of
cholera and curious stories about the proclivities of cobras and mongooses, to the effects of
bhang (cannabis).Unknown to his rigorously Catholic compatriots, da Orta was in fact a
practising Sephardic Jew, whose real Hebrew name was Avraham ben Yitzhak.17 At a time
when Jewish converts to Christianity were beginning to face persecution and torture in Portugal
and Spain, da Orta took the decision to leave his position as Professor of Medicine at Lisbon
University in 1534 and emigrate to the new colony of Goa specifically in order to escape the anti-
Semitic attentions of the Inquisition. In the late 1540s when the Inquisition followed him to Goa,
he took up a position beyond their reach as personal physician to Sultan Burhan Nizam Shah of
Ahmadnagar (1503–53). In the end, his efforts to escape the Inquisitors proved successful, at
least during his lifetime: the Inquisition caught up with him only after his death, when in 1580 his
remains were posthumously disinterred and incinerated, then thrown into the Mandovi river in
Goa.18Deeply learned, scientifically rigorous, polyglot and fluent in Hebrew and Arabic, and so
able to access the learning of India’s Muslim hakims (doctors) as well as that of his own Jewish
community, da Orta gathered an unprecedented amount of information about the medical
practices and natural sciences of India, and devoted an entire chapter of his work to clarifying
the truth about diamonds.19He begins by exposing ‘many fables concerning diamonds and the
working of diamond mines’. It is not true, he says, that you cannot smash a diamond with a
hammer: ‘they are easily broken’. Nor is it true, as Marco Polo and the Alexander Romance had
alleged, ‘that they are guarded by serpents that may not be extracted, and that people who own
the mines throw poisoned meat in a certain place for the serpents to eat, while they in another
place extract the diamonds at their will’. Diamonds are not poisonous, he continues, nor can they
be used to test a man’s fidelity by placing one beneath a woman’s pillow: ‘when she is asleep
she will embrace her husband if he has been faithful, and if contrary avoid him – a thing I am
unable to believe’.After laying out at length the actual properties of diamonds, da Orta goes on
to explain where they can be sourced. It is in Vijayanagara, he says, that India’s biggest
diamonds were to be found, and the richest deposits are located within its territories: ‘there are
two or three rocks which yield much to the King of Vijayanagara’.The diamonds yield great
income to the King of this country. Any stone which has a weight over 30 carats belongs to the
King. For this a guard is placed over the diggers, and if any person is found with any, he is taken
with all that he has … The Gujaratis buy them and take them for sale in Vijayanagara, where
these diamonds fetch a high price, especially those they call naifes, being those which nature



has worked; while the Portuguese value those most which have been polished. The Canarese
say that just as a virgin is more valuable than a woman who is not one, so this naife diamond is
worth more than a cut one.Da Orta then discusses the issue of unusually large diamonds:As to
what they say, that no diamond is larger than a filbert [hazelnut], neither Pliny nor any other writer
is at fault. They only speak of what they have seen. The largest I have seen in this land was 140
carats, another 120, and I have heard that a native of this land had one of 250 carats. I know he
had it, and made a large profit, though he denied it. Many years ago I heard from a person
worthy of credit that he saw one in Vijayanagara the size of a small hen’s egg.Is this an early
reference to the Koh-i-Noor, and did the great diamond once grace the throne room of the kings
of Vijayanagara before finding its way to Delhi? It is quite possible, but, equally, unprovable.2The
Mughals and the Koh-i-NoorIn April 1526, Zahir-ud-din Babur, a dashing Turco-Mongol poet-
prince from Ferghana in Central Asia, descended the Khyber Pass with a small army of
handpicked followers. He brought with him some of the first cannon and muskets seen in
northern India. With this new military technology, he defeated and killed the Delhi sultan Ibrahim
Lodhi, at the battle of Panipat; a year later, he crushed the Rajputs. He then established his
capital at Agra, where he began to build a series of irrigated paradise gardens.This was not
Babur’s first conquest. He had spent much of his youth throneless, living with his companions
from day to day, rustling sheep and stealing food. Occasionally he would capture a town – he
was fourteen when he first took Samarkand and held it for four months. Generally he lived in a
tent, a peripatetic existence that, although sanctioned by Timurid tradition, seemed to have little
appeal to him. ‘It passed through my mind’, he wrote, ‘that to wander from mountain to mountain,
homeless and helpless, has little to recommend it.’1Babur not only established the Mughal
dynasty, which ruled northern India for 330 years, he also wrote one of the most fascinating
diaries ever written by a great ruler: the Baburnama. In its pages, he opens his soul with a
frankness and lack of inhibition similar to Pepys, comparing the fruits and animals of India and
Afghanistan with as much inquisitiveness as he records his impressions of the difference
between falling in love with men and with women, or the differing pleasures of opium and wine.2
Here he also makes reference to an extraordinary diamond that was among the wonderful
richness of gems he had captured during his conquests.As he noted in the Baburnama, when
his son Humayun captured the family of Bikramjit, the raja of Gwalior, who were in Agra at the
time of Ibrahim Lodhi’s defeat, ‘they made him a voluntary offering of a mass of jewels and
valuables, amongst which was the famous diamond which [Sultan] Ala’ ud-Din [Khalji] must have
brought. Its reputation is that every appraiser has estimated its value at two and half days’ food
for the whole world. Apparently it weighs 8 misqals.’3 Another contemporary source, a small
treatise on precious stones dedicated to Babur and Humayun, also refers to Babur’s diamond:
‘No private individual has ever seen such a diamond, or heard of it, nor is there any mention of it
in any book.’4 These two mentions are often assumed to be early references to the Koh-i-Noor.
They may well be – or not: the description is too vague to be certain, and there were clearly
several very large diamonds circulating in India at this time.Either way, Babur’s diamond soon



left India. Babur died in 1530, only four years after his arrival in India and before he could
consolidate his new conquests. His dreamy and somewhat feckless son, Humayun, shared his
father’s poetic and cultural interests, but he had none of his military genius. He continued to
build gardens and spent his days rapt in the study of astrology and mysticism, but his father’s
conquests crumbled and in 1540, after less than ten years on the throne, Humayun was forced
into exile in Persia.Throughout his diaries, Babur had shown a mixture of pride and extreme
irritation with regard to his brave and intelligent but unfocused, unambitious and perennially
unpunctual son; even an undertaking as important as the invasion of India was delayed by
several weeks by Humayun failing to present himself on time in Kabul. He eventually turned up,
three weeks late, which meant the invasion had to take place in the heat of summer. Both in his
rule and during his exile Humayun demonstrated the same dreamy and unreliable nature.Having
lost his kingdom, and abandoned even his wives and infant son Akbar in his flight from India, the
one asset Humayun kept with him was his glittering booty of gems from Agra. Rumours of this
spread, and while passing through Rajasthan the fleeing emperor was approached by an envoy
of Raja Maldev of Jodhpur, ‘an officer in the guise of a merchant’, who asked to buy his most
valuable diamond. Humayun would have none of it, sending word to ‘remind this purchaser that
the likes of this valuable jewel cannot be bought. Either it will fall into his hands by means of
glittering sword coupled with sovereign mind, or it will come about through the favour of exalted
kings.’5Yet even when his diamonds were all he had left, Humayun still showed a bewildering
absent-mindedness, if not outright negligence, with regard to them. In July 1544, on his way to
seek asylum at the court of the Safavid emperor Shah Tahmasp, Humayun was saved from
potentially catastrophic inattention by the quick thinking of a boy named Jauhar.Jauhar himself
wrote many years later:It was customary with his Majesty always to carry his valuable diamonds
and rubies in a purse in his pocket. But when he was performing his ablutions, he generally laid
them on one side. This time he had done so, and promptly forgot them: it so happened that when
the king was gone, and the humble servant Jauhar was about to remount his horse, he saw a
green flowered purse lying on the ground, and a pen case by the side of it: he immediately took
them up, and as soon as he had overtaken the King, presented them. When his Majesty saw
these articles he was amazed and astonished, and said, ‘Oh my boy, you have done me the
greatest possible favour; if these had been lost, I should have been subject to the meanness
[rezalet] of this Persian monarch: in future please take care of them.’6In due course, the
diamonds saved Humayun. Though the staunchly Shia Shah Tahmasp initially gave the Sunni
Humayun a cool reception, he was thrilled by the diamonds Humayun presented him with at
their meeting. Jauhar recounts:We remained several days encamped on the hunting grounds,
during which time his Majesty ordered his rubies and diamonds to be brought to him; and having
selected the largest diamond, placed it in a mother of pearl box; then he added several other
diamonds and rubies; and having placed them on a tray, he gave them in the charge of Byram
Beg to present to the Persian monarch with the message, ‘that they were brought from
Hindustan purposely for his Majesty’. When Shah Tahmasp saw these precious stones he was



astonished, and sent for his jewellers to value them. The jewellers declared that they were above
all price; on which the Persian signified his acceptance.7When Humayun eventually returned to
India, he did so at the head of a cohort of Shah Tahmasp’s cavalry which enabled him to recover
his throne.For reasons that remain unclear, however, shortly afterwards, in 1547, Shah Tahmasp
sent Babur’s diamond to his Indian Shia ally, the sultan of Ahmadnagar, one of the rulers of the
Deccan. According to Khur Shah, the ambassador of the rival Sultanate of Golconda to the
Persian court, ‘it is notorious that a connoisseur of jewels valued this diamond at two and half
days’ subsistence of the whole world. Its weight is 6½ misqals [a slightly lower estimate than that
given by Babur himself]. But in the eyes of his Majesty the Shah, it was not of such great value.
At last he sent that diamond along with his envoy Mihtar Jamal, as a present to Nizam Shah [of
Ahmadnagar], the ruler of the Deccan.’8 It seems, however, that while the envoy delivered the
shah’s letter, he failed to deliver the diamond, and the shah subsequently tried – and failed – to
have his absconding envoy arrested.9Babur’s diamond disappears from the record at this point,
presumably locked in the treasury of some unknown merchant, noble or ruler in the Deccan: was
it, for example, the exceptionally large diamond, ‘the size of a small hen’s egg’, that Garcia da
Orta heard had made its way to Vijayanagara? It is impossible to know; indeed it is unclear not
only if this much admired and much travelled diamond of Babur is actually the Koh-i-Noor, but
also if, when or how it may have re-entered the Mughal treasury.What is certain is that if it did
eventually return to Delhi, it did not do so for at least a generation. Abu’l Fazl, the friend and
biographer of the greatest of the Mughal emperors, Akbar, in his 1596 account of the imperial
treasury, writes explicitly that the largest diamond in the treasury at that time was a much smaller
stone of 180 ratis (1 rati is 0.91 metric carats or 0.004 ounces) – around half the size of Babur’s
diamond, which weighed around 320 ratis. It was not until much later that a massive diamond, of
very similar weight to Babur’s, returned to Mughal hands.10The Mughals brought with them from
Central Asia a very different set of ideas about gemstones to those then held in India. These
ideas derived from the philosophy, aesthetics and literature of the Persianate world. Here it was
not diamonds but ‘red stones of light’ that were given pre-eminence.11 In Persian literature such
stones were prized as symbols of the divine in metaphysics and of the highest reaches of the
sublime in art, evoking the light of dusk – shafaq – that fills the sky immediately after the sun has
set.As Ferdowsi writes in his great Shah-Nama, or Book of Kings:When the sun gave the world
the colour of the spinel,Dark night set foot on the celestial vault.12Garcia da Orta is explicit that
diamonds were not regarded as the pre-eminent gemstone by the Mughals – something which
came as an enormous surprise to Europeans. In his Colloquies, da Orta has his interlocutor, Dr
Ruano, remark that diamonds ‘are the king of stones, for [they have] eminence over pearls and
emeralds and rubies, if we believe Pliny’. Da Orta, however, corrects him: ‘In this country … they
think more of an emerald or of a ruby, which have more value if they are perfect, and size for
size, than of a diamond. But as they do not find other stones when perfect and of good water so
large as diamonds, it happens that they often fetch a higher price. The value of the stones is no
more than the will of buyers and the need for them.’13Abu’l Fazl also gives pride of place to



beautifully coloured and transparent red stones in his description of Akbar’s imperial treasuries
at the end of the sixteenth century: ‘The amount of revenues is so great,’ he writes, ‘and the
business so multifarious, that twelve treasuries are necessary for storing the money, nine for the
different kinds of cash payments, and three for precious stones, gold and inlaid jewellery.’
Rubies and spinels, divided into twelve classes, come first; diamonds – of which there are half
the quantity of spinels and rubies – second, and these were kept mixed up with emeralds or blue
corundum (sapphires), which the Mughals knew as blue yaquts. Pearls are in the third treasury:
‘If I were to speak of the quantity and quality of precious stones’ possessed by the emperor, he
writes, ‘it would take me an age.’14The Mughals, perhaps more than any other Islamic dynasty,
made their love of the arts and their aesthetic principles a central part of their identity as rulers.
They consciously used jewellery and jewelled objects as they used their architecture, art, poetry,
historiography and the dazzling brilliance of their court ceremonial – to make visible and
manifest their imperial ideal, to give it a properly imperial splendour, and even a sheen of divine
legitimacy. As Abu’l Fazl put it, ‘Kings are fond of external splendour, because they consider it an
image of the Divine glory.’15Moreover, the Mughals were not just enthusiasts of the arts; by the
time Akbar’s reign was at its height, they also had unrivalled resources with which to patronise
them. They ruled over five times the population commanded by their only rivals, the Ottomans –
some 100 million subjects, by the early seventeenth century controlling almost all of present-day
India, Pakistan and Bangladesh, as well as eastern Afghanistan. Their capitals were the
megacities of their day. ‘They are second to none either in Asia or in Europe,’ thought the Jesuit
Father Antonio Monserrate, ‘with regards either to size, population, or wealth. Their cities are
crowded with merchants, who gather there from all over Asia. There is no art or craft which is not
practised there.’For their grubby contemporaries in the West, stumbling around in their
codpieces, the silk-clad Mughals, dripping in jewels, were the living embodiment of wealth and
power – a meaning that has remained impregnated in the word ‘mogul’ ever since. In a letter
from the court of Emperor Jahangir to the future King Charles I, Sir Thomas Roe, the first English
ambassador to the court of the great Mughal, reported in 1616 that he had entered a world of
almost unimaginable splendour. The emperor, he wrote, was:clothed, or rather laden with
diamonds, rubies, pearls, and other precious vanities, so great, so glorious! His head, necke,
breast, armes, above the elbowes, at the wrists, his fingers each one with at least two or three
rings, are fettered with chaines of dyamonds, rubies as great as walnuts – some greater – and
pearles such as mine eyes were amazed at … in jewells, which is one of his felicityes, hee is the
treasury of the world, buyeing all that comes, and heaping rich stones as if hee would rather
build [with them] than wear them.16As Roe realised, Jahangir (1569–1627) was an enormously
curious and intelligent man: observant of the world around him and a keen collector of its
curiosities – from Venetian swords and globes to Safavid silks, jade pebbles and even narwhal
teeth. As well as maintaining the empire and commissioning great works of art, he took an active
interest in goat and cheetah breeding, medicine and astronomy, and had an insatiable appetite
for animal husbandry. But above all his other interests he was obsessed with gemmology and



the beauty of precious stones, and he wore them lavishly on all state occasions – almost as if he
was consciously turning himself into a bejewelled object. As the Flemish gem-trader Jacques de
Coutre put it when he was admitted to an audience: ‘He was seated on a most rich throne, and
he had hanging around his neck many precious stones and large spinels, emeralds and all
manner of large pearls on his arms, and many large diamonds hanging from his turban. In sum,
he had so many jewels that he appeared like an idol.’17Many of the pages of Jahangir’s
memoirs, the Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri, are devoted to his work admiring and collecting the greatest
gemstones of the world. This process reached its climax each New Year, or Nau Roz, which
Jahangir turned into an annual feast when all the nobles of the court were expected to shower
him with gemstones – and he in turn would be weighed against gold and precious stones, which
would then be distributed to the populace. The Nau Roz of 1616 was typical. Jahangir wrote:On
this day the offering of Mir Jamal-ud-Din Husain was laid before me. What he offered was
approved and accepted. Among other things was a jewelled dagger which had been made
under his superintendence. On its hilt was a yellow ruby, exceedingly clear and bright, in size
equal to half a hen’s egg. I had never before seen so large and beautiful a yellow ruby. Along with
it were other rubies of approved colour and old emeralds. Brokers valued it at 50,000 rupees. I
increased the mansab [rank] of the said Mir by 1,000 horse … Later, I’tmad ud-Daula [the prime
minister] presented me with his offering, and I examined it in detail. Much of it was exceedingly
rare. Of the jewels, there were two pearls worth 30,000 rupees, one qutbi ruby which had been
purchased for 22,000 rupees, with other pearls and rubies. Altogether the value was 110,000
rupees. These had the honour of acceptance … My son Baba Khurram at this blessed hour laid
before me a ruby of the purest water and brilliancy, which they pronounced to be of the value of
80,000 rupees.18
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Ebook Library123, “Tons of research has gone into writing this - I love it, it's captivating. I'm
obsessed with this book, couldn't put it down. Tons of research has gone into writing this - I love
it, it's captivating, the book gave me a new perspective about this famous diamond.”

Jasmine, “Great book, I love it. Great book, I love it. However, I only wished they would mention
the Brutality of the Mughal empire to Hindus and the massacre of Hindu men, women and
children at the time. The book makes it seems that Mughal empire was gracious and fabulous.
However, one Muslim king murdered many Hindus and made a wall of skulls.”

decklededgess, “Five Stars. Great book for research. Full of history!!”

Gordon, “Brilliant. Poignant and intriguing.”

TGS, “Anything by William Dalrymple is worth reading if you are .... Anything by William
Dalrymple is worth reading if you are interested in Indian history, and this is no exception.”

Don't be ignorant, “Koh-i-noor : Mountain of light. 1) This book is divided into the following two
parts, the first part was written by william Dalrymple and the second part was written by Anita
anandPart 1 : The jewel in the throne* The Indian prehistory of the koh-i-noor* The mughals and
the koh-i-noor* Nader shah : The koh-i-noor goes to Iran* The durranis : The koh-i-noor in
Afghanistan* Ranjit Singh : The koh-i-noor in lahorePart 2 : The jewel in the crown* City of Ash*
The boy King* Passage to England* The great exhibition* The first cut* Queen Victoria's 'Loyal
subject'* The jewel and the crown* 'We must take back the koh-i-noor'2) According to the pious
hindus the koh-i-noor was actually the "Syamantaka" gem as the 'Prince of gemstones' which is
mentioned in the Bhagavad and vishnu puranas. And according to these ancient text
Syamantaka was the brilliant jewel of the sun god Surya who wore it around his neck and from
which he derived his dazzling appearance,but later the sun god gave the precious gem to
satrajit, the yadava king of Dwarka because of his devotion towards him. But later the yadava
king accused vasudeva shri krishna of stealing the gem but the latter proved his innocence and
because of this the king gave her daughter and the diamond to him in marriage and because of
these tales the Hindus considered Syamantaka as koh-i-noor and connect it with shri krishna.2)
Though majority of the world's diamond came from India until the discovery of diamond mines in
Brazil in 1725 and the world's oldest treatise on gems and gemmology were also written in
ancient India and collectively these text are known as "Ratnashastras".3) Though nobody knows
how the great mughals got the koh-i-noor but according to various travellers it came from the
southern India and precisely from vijaynagar.But one thing Is clear that nobody knows about the
origin of koh-i-noor and how it entered into the treasury of the mughals but we know how it left.4)
Babur mentioned about a great diamond in his Autobiography ' Baburnama ' but is this the koh-i-



noor no one knows but during the reign of shahjahan when he ordered the magnificent 'Peacock
throne' to be built it is the first time koh-i-noor came into light and it is fitted in one of the two
peacocks. But during the rule of Muhammad Shah rangila ,the persian speaking warlord Nader
Shah (son of a shepherd) invaded India and entered Delhi and ordered the massacre of civilians
of Delhi and his army looted the entire city and grabbed the peacock throne and koh-i-noor and
crores of rupees and precious gems and stones on his way back to Iran. But nadir shah was
brutally killed by his own Men, but the first lady of Nader shah's harem gave the koh-i-noor to his
trusted bodyguard Ahmad shah abdali/durrani .5) Ahmad Shah abdali (the founding father of
Afghanistan) who bring the koh-i-noor with himself in Afghanistan and the diamond remained
with the durrani family for sometime but during the reign of afghan ruler Shah shuja he was
incarcerated in prison by his rivals and his family reached in the court of Maharaja ranjit singh
and shuja's wife promised maharaja ranjit that she will give koh-i-noor to Maharaja if he freed
and saved the life of his husband Shah shuja and later ranjit singh freed shuja and takes the koh-
i-noor from the afgan ruler.6) Infact it was the lion of punjab maharaja ranjit singh who glorified
the Value of koh-i-noor than any other king and he always wore the diamond in his arm as a
armband but later when Ranjit Singh on his last stage of life he wanted that koh-i-noor should be
donated to jagannath temple in Orissa but somehow his treasurer defied him and the great
diamond stayed in punjab. But after the death of ranjit singh and afterwards the two anglo-sikh
wars and finally British annexed the kingdom of punjab and lord dalhousie Cleverly forced the
juvenile maharaja Duleep singh to gave the diamond to queen victoria which later he did and
later koh-i-noor left the shore of hindustan for forever and reached london with great pomp.7) But
the matter does not settle here people from India, pakistan,Iran , afghanistan and Infact taliban
Demands the koh-i-noor should be given to there respective countries and each claim the great
diamond as its own ,but the sad reality is that koh-i-noor will remain in london forever in her
Majesty crown. But the fame of koh-i-noor radiates all over the world Though it is not the world's
biggest diamond but still it retains it's fame and that's why it is known as koh-i-noor- "The
mountain of light"8) This book is awesome and both the authors had done a good amount of
research and the language of the book is very easy to read, there are some rare pictures of koh-i-
noor, of peacock throne and the various kings who wore the diamond ones very proudly.9) The
reader will also get a chapter on the life of Maharaja Duleep singh and how the latter was
converted to Christianity.10) I will recommend to Readers don't think too much just grab this
book and read it thoroughly.My ratings : (5/5)I hope you like the review, thanks for reading, Jai
Hind.”

Matt Bone, “Five Stars. Superb account of one of the world's most desired objects.”

Devi, “Five Stars. And the magic of the Koh-i-Noor continues by the Mehrauli goatherd and AA.”

jane susan parker, “Great book gruesomely descriptive.. Excellent book gruelling but very



informative”

I Gibbs, “Wasting my time. I have given a 5 star review. I do not want to write an essay.”

The book by William Dalrymple has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 276 people have provided feedback.
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